
 
 
 

COPENHAGEN- COP15 
 
 
 
Congratulations everyone on the incredible opportunity before you at the UNFCCC COP15!  You are truly 
part of history and part of what may be humanity’s most complex and important set of negotiations See 
you in Denmark! 
 
                  ‐Rachel Butler 
                            Climate Program Coordinator 
                  SustainUS 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Conference Logistics 
 
Conference Center:  The Bella Center 
Center Boulevard 5  
DK-2300 Copenhagen S 
 
Conference access: 
 
To get the badge that allows conference access, you will need to go to the Bella 
Conference Center.  Bring with you the accreditation letter from the Secretariat (at 
the end of this packet) and a form of photo ID.  Once you get your badge you will be 
able to get into the center and attend the meetings.  
 
Conference schedule: 
 
The official schedule can be found at the document center in the Bella Conference 
Center.  At the document center you can find what is called the “Daily Programme”, 
along with any other relevant documents from the negotiating sessions.  The first part 
tells you about the official sessions and then when constituency groups are meeting 
(women, youth, indigenous peoples, ENGOs, etc).  There is also a section that lists all 
the side events for the day.  Another place to find this document is on the unfccc.int 
website on the recent documents section.  There are also monitors set up in the center 
to display the schedule. Monitors will be updated during the day if schedules change. 
Programmes will not. 
 
Coat/bag check:  
 
Bags and food may be brought in to the conference center.  There’s a coat check where 
you can leave your things; otherwise you can bring whatever you are willing to carry.  
Many government delegates have small roller suitcases.  Be aware that there is a 
security scanner for your bags and a metal detector for you. 
 
Conference dress code:  
 
Generally, SustainUS wears business casual because we try to engage with government 
delegates and have policy conversations.  The idea is that if you want to be taken 
seriously you ought to dress the part.  On the other hand, many think that youth 
shouldn’t fall into the bureaucracy and that since our role is more to be the “moral 
voice” we should dress more like we do at home. We suggest bringing both types of 
clothes, and perhaps something extra special for the Young & Future Generations Day 
reception. 

 



YOUNGOs Logistics 
 
YOUNGOs and International Youth Delegation 
 
This can be a great way to plug in and amplify your voice by joining global youth taking 
a stance on issues.  Youth are planning to meet daily from 8-9 (Spokescouncil Meeting) 
and 5-6 (tentative, for smaller groups).   
 
YOUNGOs Convergence Space 
 
The convergence space is located at the University of Copenhagen's Amager Campus.  
There are meeting rooms, open spaces and computer rooms (which we have access to if 
they are unused).  These rooms are booked throughout the COP.  They can be accessed 
via a few "key-card.”  More details to come on how these key cards will be managed. 

 
Conference of Youth, December 5 & 6th: 
 
Below is the tentative agenda for the Conference of Youth.  Location is the University of 
Copenhagen Main Ceremonial Hall and the very nearby YMCA.  Look for an update on 
this on this website: youthclimate.org 
 

DAY 1 - DECEMBER 5 (YMCA Hall, Valby Langgade 19, 2500 Valby, kfum-kfuk.dk 
- Plenary, University of Copenhagen Metro Annex Classrooms - breakout) 

8:30-9:30 - OPENING SESSION: Welcome to the COY, overview, logistics, context, 
setting the tone and ground-rules, addressing cultural and linguistic divides and making 
everyone feel welcome.  
9:30-10:30 - Workshop 1 (see workshops listed at the bottom) 
10:30-11:00 - BREAK 
11:00-12:00PM - Workshop 2 
12:00PM-1:00PM - LUNCH 
1:00PM-2:00PM - OPEN SPACE SESSION: talking through our roles, goals, and 
aspirations for the COY and COP15 - World Cafe style - set the tone for open, 
collaborative, non-ego driven conversations. 
 
Open Space Discussion Questions: 

‐ What are goals for youth at COP15, and for the COY? 
‐ What is the role of youth at COP15 and in the climate movement in general? 



‐ Will COP 15 be an opportunity or a failure?  How can we ensure that we find 
the opportunity in failure if that is the case? 

‐  
2:00PM-2:45PM - INSPIRATIONAL MOMENT: Plenary speaker to inspire, set political 
context, possible outcomes  
2:45PM-3:00PM - BREAK 
3:00PM-4:30PM - OPEN SPACE SESSION: How to make decisions/YOUNGO status  
4:30PM-5:00PM - CLOSING 
5:00PM - DINNER, REGIONAL BREAKOUTS ENCOURAGED 
 
DAY 2 - DECEMBER 6 (University of Copenhagen Main Cermonial Hall – plenary, 
Metro Annex Classrooms – breakout) 
 
8:30AM-9:30AM - OPENING SESSION  
9:30AM-10:30AM - WORKSHOP 1 (include 1st day catch-up session for late arrivals on 
governance, UNFCCC basics, etc.) 
10:30AM-11:00AM - BREAK 
11:00AM-12:00PM - WORKSHOP 2 
12:00PM - 1:00PM - LUNCH 
1:00PM - 2:00PM - OPEN SPACE SESSION: Regional/Identity breakouts 
2:00PM - 3:00PM - OPEN SPACE SESSION: Ongoing youth projects, places to plug in 
during COP.  Each project will be presented briefly, and then have breakout groups to 
discuss each project at the COP - need one pager with contact info with each project 
listed 

‐ Project Survival 
‐ How old will you be in 2050? 
‐ Project Survival Media 
‐ 350.org 
‐ KlimaForum 
‐ Youth side event(s) 
‐ Young and Future Generations Day 
‐  

3:00PM-3:30PM - BREAK/PROJECTS DISCUSSION SPILL-OVER 
3:30PM - 5:00PM-  OPEN SPACE SESSION: Getting what we want at the COP, ways to 
influence the outcome 
5:00PM - 5:15PM - COY CLOSING  
 

 



Workshops: 
 
TRACK 1: UNDERSTANDING COP15 
 
COP overview and orientation 

‐ Update on climate science 
‐ What's at stake? Climate impacts and climate justice - led by youth experiencing those 

impacts 
‐ History of youth participation at the COP/YOUNGO 
‐ Utilizing a day at the COP effectively - Shruti 
‐ Youth statements initiative 
‐ Status of talks -the politics, the scenarios for a Copenhagen 'deal' - Thomas Spencer 

 
COP policy nuts and bolts 

‐ The Process of the UNFCCC 1 
‐ The Process of the UNFCCC 2 - Advanced Session 
‐ Specific AWG-LCA, AWG-KP policies - Matt Maiorana 
‐ Adaptation - Juan Pa 
‐ Carbon trading, CDM, and REDD - Josh Kahn Russell and Kyle 
‐ Finance 
‐ Tech transfer 

 
TRACK 2: BUILDING A GLOBAL MOVEMENT FOR COP AND BEYOND 
 
Building a global narrative and telling your story 

‐ full Ganz session - all morning - Phil and Casper 
‐ New media - reporting out from the COP - blogging, video, photo, social media - Project 

Survival Media 
‐ Traditional media - writing press releases, media advisories - Jamie and Landry 
‐ Becoming a spokesperson 

 
Local campaign tactics and best practices (for COP and for home) 

‐ Actions and stunts - action factory folks, Josh Kahn Russell 
‐ Sharing best practices (open space, facilitated by 350 field staff or organizers) 
‐ Diversity in the climate movement, climate justice, climate equity 

 
Strategy 101 

‐ Goals, targets, tactics - with COP as our case example - Whit, Phil, etc., Aussies 
‐ Campaign nuts and bolts - fundraising, networking, lobbying, event organizing, etc... 
‐ Group facilitation and running good meetings 

 
 
 



Schedule of Side Events 
http://regserver.unfccc.int/seors/reports/events_list.html?session_id=COP15 

 
Young and Future Generations Day- December 10th 

* Times are subject to change 
 
09:00-10:30 Youth Voices on REDD, Organized by SustainUS (+IFSA) With focus on 
educational aspects 
 
11:00-12:30 The Role of Education on Climate Change, Organized by SCI (+Energy 
Crossroad, Yale University,) With participation from UNFCCC, UNESCO 
 
13:00-14:30 Intergenerational Inquiry, Organized by the UNFCCC secretariat, With 
participation expected of Yvo De Boer 
 
14:45-16:15 Youth and Student Movements Taking the Lead, Organized by 350.org  
(+Gothenburg University, Youth and Nature, Taking it Global, Corporación Grupo 
Tayrona) 
 
16:30-18:00 Intergenerational Equity, Organized by YFJ (+FYEG, CRIJ) 
 
Reception in the evening—details TBA. 

 
International Day of Action- December 12th 
*Planet First – People First* *Climate Summit Demonstration in Copenhagen, 12 Dec 
09* 
 
On Saturday 12th December, midway through the UNFCCC Climate Talks 2009, we 
invite you and your organisation to join us in bringing to the negotiators in Copenhagen 
a massive, loud and visible demonstration of the world’s will to act. 
 
*What and when* 
 
We are preparing a broad based, popular and family friendly demonstration with the 
main slogan *Planet First – People First*.  
 
1:00-2:00 pm Assembly event at Christiansborg Slotsplads (Parliament Square) 



2:00-4:30 pm March from Christiansborg Slotsplads to Bella Center (Site of UN Climate 
Conference) 
4:30-6:30 pm Assembly event at Bella Center 
 
A giant canvas of climate messages and images will be created at Christiansborg and 
carried to Bella Center by the March.  Come add your message and then help to deliver 
it! 
 

Youth post-COP15 wrap-up event 
 
At the end of each COP youth come together to debrief on their experiences, collect 
together best practices and most importantly plan for 2010 and beyond. This event is 
tentatively scheduled for Dec 20 (although might be moved/expanded to Dec 19 if 
possible). Your participation in this event will help us carry our momentum into 2010 
where it will likely be needed most! 
 
Details TBD. 
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City of Copenhagen Logistics: 
 
Copenhagen is home to about 1.7 million people.  Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark 
and the liveliest city in Scandinavia. Copenhagen is the seat of Denmark’s government.  
Today, Copenhagen is an important center for trade, services, industry, culture, higher 
education and science. Denmark is ranked tenth for the greenest countries to live in the 
world and Copenhagen is considered the spearhead of the environmental movement in 
the country. 
 
Practical Travel Information: 
 

• Copenhagen’s currency is the Danish Kroner, which is divided into 100 Øre. 
• Copenhagen’s time zone is GMT+1. 
• The country code for Denmark when calling to the country is 45. 
• Electrical appliances in Denmark (similar to most of Europe) run on 220-volt AC 

50Hz current, and uses two-pin continental prongs  
• You can buy a “CPHCARD” that allows for easy transportation around Copenhagen 

as well as free access to museums for travel before or after the conference. 
o Transit is free with your badge, and the Bella Center will have a UNFCCC 

booth where you can make reservations for fun things to do in the city, 
including pre-arranged tours.  

• Tipping is not expected at Copenhagen restaurants, since wait staff make a living 
wage—but rounding up the bill with a little “drinking money” is appreciated. 

• Tax is included in all prices. 
• Queuing is the norm in Copenhagen.  When you walk into a shop, look for a take-

a-number system, otherwise you are likely to be ignored by the staff. 
 
Winter Weather in Copenhagen 
 

• The average December has 17 days of rain and a temperature of 28 to 40 degrees 
Fahrenheit.   
 

• There are 7 hours between sunrise and sunset in Copenhagen in December, 
though the sun stays low to the horizon.   Actual daylight hours are fewer than 7 
per day.  December weather in Copenhagen is usually cloudy.  Current weather 
conditions can be found here.   

 
Here’s the perspective of a US student living in Copenhagen on the December 
weather:  
 
“The sun will rise at maybe 8 or so and set around 4, if not a bit before.  Likely it will 
be overcast all day anyway (like, headlights-on-all-day overcast) so the sun becomes 
a bit of a moot point anyway.  
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“Prepare for rain. it might snow a bit, but most likely it will be that lovely rain/slush 
combo.  You'll likely use the bus system to get around, so you won't need the head-
to-toe rain suits Copenhageners have :) just bring rain-friendly shoes and be 
prepared for some grumpy delegates.  It often is windy too, so while umbrellas are 
sometimes good, I usually don't bother and just make sure I have a good hood. 
Luckily, coat checks are institutions in Denmark.” 

 
 

Eating and Drinking in Copenhagen 
 
More views from our U.S.A. student living in Copenhagen: 
 
“Eating out in Copenhagen is mad expensive; at LEAST US$20 for a dinner entree and 
US$9 for a bottle of beer.  Lunch entrees usually run at least US$10 for nothing special. 
Apparently they are having vegetarian and organic options at the Bella Center, but I 
have no idea how much they will cost.  I would plan on lots of sandwiches and grocery 
store food.  
 
“Grocery stores are still expensive, but it's much cheaper than eating out and they have 
good organic options.  Buying beers from the grocery store is a lot less expensive, and 
you can usually find decent deals on wine.  
 
“Public drinking seems to be actively encouraged here - people drink walking down the 
street, sitting on the corner, waiting for the bus, on all forms of public transit, etc.” 
 
 
Cell Phones in Denmark 
From the Wikipedia Travel article on Denmark (which is a good idea to check out): 
 
“Bring your own unlocked GSM phone to make calls. Prepaid SIM cards are available at 
most shops and international calling can be reasonably priced. The prepaid credit 
generally only work in Denmark, but can be purchased in small amounts to avoid waste 
when you leave.” 
 
Many delegates will be buying SIM cards for international cell phones.  It will be 
important to contact your phone company before leaving the US to ask them to unblock 
your phone for use with a Danish SIM card.  
 
There are two networks that allow for free calls within the network, Lebara and One 
Mobile.  To save money on calls, the IYD has chosen to encourage youth to use Lebara 
SIM cards during the conference (they were less expensive than the One Mobile 
network.)  The prepaid SIM cards cost 50 DKK ($10USD) with 25 minutes talk time 
included.  The cards can be recharged as needed and can be purchased at any grocery 
store or train station.  Here is a list of Lebara SIM card retailers: 
http://www.lebara.dk/en/retail.php. 
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Public Transportation in Copenhagen: 
 
*Free in-city public transit for conference participants.  From the COP15 website: 
 
“Once accredited and bearing the necessary badges and travel passes all conference 
participants will have free of charge public transportation in the greater Copenhagen 
area. With Copenhagen’s extensive public transportation network of busses, trains, 
aqua-busses and METRO-lines, public transportation will be the fastest and most 
convenient way of commuting between delegation hotels, conference facilities and the 
City Center. During the conference period, public transportation in Copenhagen will be 
upgraded to ensure reliable, fast, and smooth transportation for all conference 
participants. To the extent necessary, new routes of public transportation will be opened 
or dedicated busses provided so as to ensure transportation from all delegation hotels. 
With the Copenhagen Metro, which was voted the world's best by transport specialists 
from all over the globe at the Metrorail 2008 Conference, transportation time between 
Copenhagen International Airport and the City Center and between the City Center and 
the conference center is less than 15 minutes.”   
 
Travel planner can be found here.   You can also visit Journey Planner for bus, train and 
metro information. 
 
More Practical Information about Copenhagen can be found at:  
 
Practical Tourist Information: 
http://www.visitcopenhagen.com/tourist/about_copenhagen/practical_information 
 
Rough Map of Copenhagen and locations of interest/importance, courtesy of YOUNGO: 
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=10889431249618116
5421.0004764f99c02513b9acf&ll=55.632678,12.574968&spn=0.002762,0.009162&z=1
7&lci=transit 
 
Great logistics guide put together by YOUNGO, also worth printing out: 
http://docs.google.com/Doc?docid=0AXUo6WHbG6eGZGdwYzhqdjJfMTAxYzJwajJnZjU&hl
=en_GB 
 
Wikipedia Travel article on Denmark: 
http://wikitravel.org/en/Denmark 
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Useful Danish Phrases: 
While most Danes speak English, the native language is Danish, which is closely related 
to both Swedish and Norwegian. 

God morgen = good day/morning 

God aften = good evening 

God nat = good night 

Tak = Thank you (mange tak = thank 
you very much!) 

Du velkommen = you’re welcome 

Ja= Yes  (J sounds like Y in English) 

Naj = No 

Hej/Farvel = hi/bye (informal) 

En = 1 

To = 2 

Tre = 3  

Fire = 4 

Fem = 5 

Seks = 6 

Syv = 7 

Otte = 8 

Ni = 9 

Ti = 10 

Klimaændring = climate change 

Hvor er = where is…?  (H sounds like K 
English) 

Hvor meget koster den/det = How much 
is this? 

Hvad er klokken= What time is it? 

Jeg leder efter = I’m looking for . . . 

Jeg er vegetarianer = I am a vegetarian 

 
Remember to Bring: 

• Your passport 
• Business cards (if you have them) 
• Convertor for electronics  
• Power strip, if you have one 
• Linens, if you don’t want to rent them from the hostel 
• A towel 
• Warm clothes, a waterproof jacket and shoes, and an umbrella 
• A photocopy of your passport, health insurance, credit cards 
• Dress code is business-causal (dress pants, dress shoes, collared shirts, etc.) and 

nice-looking (read: not full of holes, stains) casual clothes 
• Still/Video camera  
• Action Props- see Action Plan Google Doc  
• Resumes, if you expect to be on the job market in the next 1-2 years 
• A flashlight—it’s going to be dark a lot, so we can use flashlights for creative 

actions 
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Talking to Reporters: 
   

 Tips for talking to the media: 
• Stay on Message  
• Don't lie-if you don't know the answer, tell them that  
• Practice  
• Pick and practice juicy quotes you hope to get in the story  
• Remember your targets – U.S. public, Senate (especially) and Obama through the 

public 
• Practice articulating and telling your personal story – why does this matter for 

YOU? What led you to become involved? 
• Pause or pretend to be deep in thought rather than saying “um” and “uh” 

  

Main SustainUS Talking Points: 
 

• "My generation is at stake. The Senate needs to act now and help America 
transition to clean and safe energy." 

• I and my generation {or community} will suffer the costs and deaths of inaction, 
or benefit from the transition to clean and safe energy. 

• My future is not negotiable. 
• SustainUS will be representing hundreds of thousands of youth who voted in 

record numbers last year for clean energy, and tens of millions of youth who 
voted for this Congress and President. 

• The SustainUS delegation was chosen from a highly competitive pool of youth 
leaders from around the country who are taking action on climate change.  

• Need for just adaptation for vulnerable communities  
• Science-based and legally binding treaty 
• We need a climate treaty, and we need domestic law to get it. The Senate must 

act and pass clean energy legislation now. 
 
 

Words that Work: Effective Message to the U.S.A. Public 
 
Words that work 
    * clean energy 
    * safe energy 
    * dependable energy 
    * transition/moving forward 
    * "transition to clean and safe energy" 
    * renewable energy 
    * wind/solar/water power 
    * energy efficiency and conservation 
    * public transportation 
    * (greenhouse gas, carbon) pollution 

What doesn't work 
    * global warming 
    * climate change 
    * coal 
          o clean coal 
    * nuclear 
    * biofuels/biomass 
    * geothermal 
    * "green" {jobs, energy, etc.} 
    * (greenhouse gas, carbon) emissions
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Potential interview questions 
 
Q:  What is your official title? 
A: Delegate to the Fifteenth UN climate change conference (*wonk alert* UNFCCC COP 
15 = United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 15th Conference of the 
Parties) 
 
Q:  What exactly will you be doing in Copenhagen? 
A:  I will be working with government delegates, fellow civil society members, and youth 
from around the world to promote youth-friendly and future-focused policies related to 
sustainable development and climate change. I will be presenting policy proposals, 
meeting with my government’s representatives, and working with the growing 
international youth movement to ensure a strong outcome at this conference. 
 
Q:  How did your organization get 'delegation status' for this UN conference? 
A:  It applied and was accepted for Observer status with the UN climate negotiations; 
The Climate Convention specifically calls for UN cooperation with non-governmental 
bodies (my organization) to achieve the objectives of the convention, so there is a 
special process of accreditation to the convention that it went through with the 
conference Secretariat. 
 
Q:  Do you think that youth will actually make an impact at this conference? 
A:  YES!  You can talk about youth participation in elections in your country, grassroots 
campaigns, changing the tone of the conversation, bearing witness, etc.  You can also 
mention that our success in large part depends on the solidarity of other people in your 
country. Talk about booing the U.S.A.’s Bush Administration 2 years ago in Bali and 
getting them to back down from blocking the negotiations, last year we launched Project 
Survival to highlight the role of countries who will disappear from our pollution and 
that's making its way into the text, 350.org campaign has changed what is the political 
baseline.  
 
Q:  Why is it important that youth are represented at the conference? 
A: We will experience the worst of climate change throughout our lives if we don't act 
today. We want clean and safe energy solutions. We deserve to live in a world that is 
healthy and safe. 
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Quote Ideas from SustainUS Delegation 
 

• “Our generation must be given a voice, because the decisions we make today will 
shape tomorrow's world.  
 

• “The 2008 election was historic.  Never have so many young voters come together 
around issues of energy and the environment, and we have proven to be a 
political force that wants clean energy and climate action.”  

 
•  “Young people recognize global warming as a challenging issue affecting their and 

their children’s lives.”  
 

• “I am really excited for this incredible opportunity to actively participate in 
international policy-making. As a team, we hope to build momentum for a strong 
international agreement on climate change, one which includes the United 
States.”   

 
• “It is ultimately our generation who will be dealing with the effects of decisions 

made today, so youth voices must be represented at the conference.”    
 

• "We're going to tell the world that there is serious support for the fight against 
climate change, and work to build a strong international agreement. To make real 
progress, the US must be a leader, and that's why we're going."  

 
• "Youth from all over the world have come together to tackle climate change, and 

together, we are pressuring governments to act." 

• “Our voice for change will be heard from Copenhagen to Washington.” 
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SustainUS Grassroots Actions Summary 

 
Central Message: "My generation is at stake. The Senate needs to act now and 
help the U.S. transition to clean and safe energy." 
 
 

    * “Bird-dogging” the Congressional Delegation, targeting specific members, 
especially Senators, calling them out, praising a few. Both weeks - whenever they're 
there. In meetings, side events, in the hall, etc. 
 
    * U.S. Youth Want Clean Energy and Climate Legislation Signature Board- at 
our exhibit table where all the U.S. youth can sign to show their support for clean 
energy and climate legislation (in the Senate, at Copenhagen, etc.) 
 
    * Health Hazards action to highlight local health impacts and environmental 
injustice of dirty energy, featuring coughing youth with medical masks stalked by a 
sandwich board of pictures of smokestacks in poor neighborhoods 
 
    * Fabric Patches- Create small patches to pin to backpacks (pants, laptop bags, 
suitcases, etc.) with phrases about success at Copenhagen to wear while we travel to 
and from Copenhagen. 
 
    *  Meet the Future of America- Get a row of U.S. youth, grouped in progression by 
age. All holding signs that have their age on them. Line up at a time when we know the 
U.S. media will cover us, such as outside a senate Congressional Delegation briefing or a 
U.S. government side event or some other even the U.S. will cover 
 
    * Don't Leave Us Out in the Cold- U.S. youth getting semi-naked outside the Bella 
Center to show all the ways the U.S. will be "left out in the cold" (leadership, technology 
development, access to carbon markets, etc.) by failing to pass legislation and sign a 
treaty 
 
    * Youth Unemployment - Pink Slips to Green (Clean) Jobs - An unemployment 
line of U.S. turning pink slips into green jobs to show how youth unemployment is higher 
than for other groups and how we need clean energy jobs 
 
    *  CAN-I/Avaaz Fossil of the Day - Not our action, but will need folks to play U.S. 
youth. Might happen near or over SustainUS exhibit. Every weeknight at 6.
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Partial Policy Talking Points: 
 
 :: FORESTS :: 
 
Forests Are More Than Trees and Carbon  
   * positively value biodiversity protection and forests as homes and natural resource 
providers to indigenous communities and other forest-dependent peoples  
    * forests are more than an offset for Annex I pollution  
 
Count All Sources and Sinks Everywhere  
    * count greenhouse gas emissions, removal, and storage from all activities, including 
afforestation, reforestation, forest degradation, and avoided deforestation  
    * count these for forests, peatlands, wetlands, and grasslands  
    * applies for projects in both Annex I and non-Annex I countries  
 
Forest Dwellers Have Rights and a Leading Role  
    * give indigenous peoples and forest-dependent communities power in deciding how 
forests will be used  
    * give representation on governance and project councils or boards  
    * ensure all community members have prior information about projects and have 
their views incorporated (not just the views of leaders or the dominant demographic)  
 
Fund It!  
    * the biggest emitters should pay for the majority of forest projects  
    * regardless of whether that’s through a fund, a market, or both  
    * additional to Overseas Development Assistance  
    * recipient governments should commit funds to assisting monitoring, enforcement, 
legal clarification, dispute/tenure resolution, and transparency 
 
 
:: MITIGATION :: 
 
Science demands that the following is necessary for survival:  
 
    * Global emissions must peak by 2012-2015 at the very latest.  
    * Global emissions must be reduced by at least 85% by 2050 (compared with 1990 
levels).  
    * Annex I countries must reduce by at least 45% by 2020 and at least 95% by 2050 
(compared with 1990 levels).  
    * A return to 350 ppm carbon dioxide concentration.  
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:: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER :: 
 
    * Because more than half of the projected increase in global demand for energy by 
2030 will come from developing countries, it is imperative that technologically advanced 
countries make financial and institutional commitments to accelerate the development 
and deployment of low-carbon technologies in developing countries.  
 
    * Residents of developed countries need to address the fact that their lifestyles are 
unsustainable on a global level, while residents of developing countries must accept that 
their development path will look quite different than that followed by today’s developed 
countries.  
 
    * To ensure environmentally-sound technology transfer broadly supports sustainable 
development, the international community must give appropriate attention to 
technology transfer’s diverse aspects —hardware deployment and capacity-building, 
large-scale projects and small-scale projects, clean energy sources and energy 
efficiency, mitigation and adaptation. 
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Additional Resources: 
 

• http://www.itsgettinghotinhere.org  
 

• Green Media Toolshed- 
www.greenmediatoolshed.com 
 

• Policy wiki- http://wiki.sustainus.org 
 

• Blog- http://www.sustainus.org/blog 
 

• Delegation Profiles- 
http://www.sustainus.org/Copenhagen 

 
• Twitter Account- 

http://www.twitter.com/SustainUSAgents 
 

• Flickr Account- 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sustainus 

 
• YouTube Channel- 

http://www.youtube.com/user/SustainUS 
 

• International Youth wiki - 
http://sites.google.com/site/unfcccyoungo  

 
• http://unfccc.int 

 
• http://youthclimate.org 

 
• The official UNFCCC COP15 website, 

where you can find a schedule of events 
http://en.cop15.dk/ 

 
• GCCA Calendar of Events:  

http://docs.google.com/Doc?docid=0AX1
O7lhnuuWYZDNxMm0ycl8yNmQyeDQ4Y2Y
z&hl=en&pli=1 

 
• People's Climate Action NGO calendar: 

http://www.peoplesclimateaction.dk/uk/3
8005/Calendar 

 
• COP15 Briefing for Journalists- VERY 

useful and straightforward explanation of 
COP and possible outcomes in 
Copenhagen 
http://www.iied.org/pubs/display.php?o=
17074IIED

 


